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"ninety percent of who you are is invisible."Amedeo Kaplan seems just like any other new kid
who has moved into the town of St. Malo, Florida, a navy town where new faces are the norm.
But Amedeo has a secret, a dream: More than anything in the world, he wants to discover
something -- a place, a process, even a fossil -- some treasure that no one realizes is there until
he finds it. And he would also like to discover a true friend to share these things with.William
Wilcox seems like an unlikely candidate for friendship: an aloof boy who is all edges and who
owns silence the way other people own words. When Amedeo and William find themselves
working together on a house sale for Amedeo's eccentric neighbor, Mrs. Zender, Amedeo has
an inkling that both his wishes may come true. For Mrs. Zender's mansion is crammed with
memorabilia of her long life, and there is a story to go with every piece. Soon the boys find
themselves caught up in one particular story -- a story that links a sketch, a young boy's life, an
old man's reminiscence, and a painful secret dating back to the outrages of Nazi Germany. It's a
story that will take them to the edge of what they know about heroism and the mystery of the
human heart.Two-time Newbery winner E. L. Konigsburg spins a magnificent tale of art,
discovery, friendship, history, and truth.
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yoffee—without whomIN THE LATE AFTERNOON ON the second friday in September, Amedeo
Kaplan stepped down from the school bus into a cloud of winged insects. He waved his hand in
front of his face only to find that the flies silently landed on the back of his hand and stayed there.
They didn’t budge, and they didn’t bite. They were as lazy as the afternoon. Amedeo looked
closely. They were not lazy. They were preoccupied. They were coupling, mating on the wing,
and when they landed, they stayed connected, end to end. They were shameless. He waved his
hands and shook his arms, but nothing could interrupt them.He stopped, unhooked his
backpack, and laid it on the sidewalk. Fascinated by their silence and persistence, he knelt down
to watch them. Close examination revealed an elongated body covered with black wings; end to
end, they were no longer than half an inch. The heads were red, the size of a pin. There was a
longer one and a shorter one, and from what he remembered of nature studies, their size
determined their sex—or vice versa.The flies covered his arms like body hair. He started
scraping them off and was startled to hear a voice behind him say, “Lovebugs.”He turned around
and recognized William Wilcox.William (!) Wilcox (!).For the first time in his life Amedeo was
dealing with being the new kid in school, the new kid in town, and finding out that neither made
him special. Quite the opposite. Being new was generic at Lancaster Middle School. The school
itself didn’t start until sixth grade, so every single one of his fellow sixth graders was a new kid in
school, and being new was also common because St. Malo was home to a lot of navy families,
so for some of the kids at Lancaster Middle School, this was the third time they were the new kid
in town. The navy seemed to move families to any town that had water nearby—a river, a lake, a
pond, or even high humidity—so coming from a famous port city like New York added nothing to
his interest quotient.Amedeo was beginning to think that he had been conscripted into AA.
Aloners Anonymous. No one at Lancaster Middle School knew or cared that he was new, that he
was from New York, that he was Amedeo Kaplan.But now William (!) Wilcox (!) had noticed
him.William Wilcox was anything but anonymous. He was not so much alone as aloof. In a
school as variegated as an argyle sock, William Wilcox was not part of the pattern. Blond though
he was, he was a dark thread on the edge. He was all edges. He had a self-assurance that
inspired awe or fear or both.Everyone seemed to know who William Wilcox was and that he had
a story.Sometime after William Wilcox’s father died, his mother got into the business of
managing estate sales. She took charge of selling off the contents of houses of people who had
died or who were moving or downsizing or had some other need to dispossess themselves of
the things they owned. She was paid a commission on every item that was sold. It was a good
business for someone like Mrs. Wilcox, who had no money to invest in inventory but who had the
time and the talent to learn a trade. Mrs. Wilcox was fortunate that two antique dealers, Bertram



Grover and Ray Porterfield, took her under their wings and started her on a career path.From the
start, William worked side by side with his mother.In their first major estate sale, the Birchfields’,
Mrs. Wilcox found a four-panel silk screen wrapped in an old blanket in the back of a bedroom
closet. It was slightly faded but had no tears or stains, and she could tell immediately that it had
been had painted a very long time ago. She priced the screen reasonably at one hundred twenty-
five dollars but could not interest anyone in buying it. Her instincts told her it was something fine,
so when she was finishing the sale and still couldn’t find a buyer, she deducted the full price
from her sales commission and took the screen home, put it up in front of the sofa in their living
room, and studied it. Each of the four panels told part of the story of how women washed and
wove silk. The more she studied and researched, the more she became convinced that the
screen was not only very fine but rare.On the weekend following the Birchfield sale, she and
William packed the screen into the family station wagon and tried selling it to antique shops all
over St. Malo. When she could not interest anyone in buying it, she and William took to the road,
and on several consecutive weekends, they stopped at antique shops in towns along the
interstate, both to the north and south of St. Malo.They could not find a buyer.Without his
mother’s knowing, William took photos of the screen and secretly carried them with him when
his sixth-grade class took a spring trip to Washington, D.C. As his classmates were touring the
National Air and Space Museum, William stole away to the Freer Gallery of Art, part of the
Smithsonian that specializes in Asian art and antiquities.Once there, William approached the
receptionist’s desk and asked to see the curator in charge of ancient Chinese art. The woman
behind the desk asked, “Now, what business would you be having with the curator of Chinese
art?” When William realized that the woman was not taking him seriously, he took out the
photographs he had of the screen and lined them up at the edge of the desk so that they faced
her. William could tell that the woman had no idea what she was seeing, let alone the value of it.
She tried stalling him by saying that the curatorial staff was quite busy. William knew that he did
not have much time before his sixth-grade class would miss him. He coolly assessed the
situation: He was a sixth grader with no credentials, little time, and an enormous need. He
squared his shoulders and thickened his Southern accent to heavy sweet cream and said, “Back
to home, we have a expression, ma’am.”“What’s that?” she asked.“Why, back to home we
always say that there’s some folk who don’t know that they’re through the swinging doors of
opportunity until they’ve got swat on their backside.”William waited.It may have been because he
returned each of her cold stares with cool dignity, or it may simply have been the quiet
assurance in his voice coupled with his courtly manners that made it happen, but the
receptionist picked up the phone and called the curator, a Mrs. Fortinbras.William showed Mrs.
Fortinbras the photographs, and Mrs. Fortinbras was not at all dismissive. She said that the
photographs—crude as they were—made it difficult to tell enough about the screen. But they did
show that it might be interesting. She suggested that William bring the screen itself to
Washington so that she could arrange to have it examined by her staff.When school was out for
the summer, William convinced his mother to pack up the screen again and drive to Washington,



D.C., and have Mrs. Fortinbras and her staff at the Freer give it a good look.And they did take it
there.And Mrs. Fortinbras and her staff did examine it.And Mrs. Fortinbras and her staff did
recommend that the museum buy it.And the museum did buy it.For twenty thousand
dollars.When they got back to St. Malo, William called the newspaper. The Vindicator printed
William’s story along with the pictures he had taken. The article appeared below the fold on the
first page of the second section.William was now standing above Amedeo as he crouched over
his backpack. Taking a minute to catch his breath, Amedeo examined the lovebugs on the back
of his hand and asked, “Do they bite?” He had already witnessed that they did not.“They’re
harmless,” William said. “They don’t sting or bite.”“Are they a Florida thing?”“Southern.”“I haven’t
ever seen them before.”“They swarm twice a year. Spring and fall.”Amedeo pointed to one pair
that had just landed on his arm. “Is that all they do?”“From about ten in the morning until dusk.”
William raised his shoulder slowly and tilted his head slightly—like a conversational semicolon—
before continuing. “The females live only two or three days. They die after their mating
flight.”Amedeo laughed. “Way to go!”William smiled.Amedeo picked up his backpack and started
walking with William.“Do you live here?” Amedeo asked.“No.”“Then why did you get off at my
stop?”William’s smile faded. “I didn’t know it was your stop. I thought it was a bus stop.”“I meant
that I live here. So it’s my stop.”“I’m not gonna take it away from you,” William replied, and his
smile disappeared.They had reached the edge of Mrs. Zender’s property. Without a whistle or a
wave, William headed down the driveway.Amedeo stopped to watch.William lifted the back
hatch of a station wagon that was parked at the bottom of Mrs. Zender’s driveway. No one who
lived on Mandarin Road owned a station wagon. Mrs. Zender drove a pink Thunderbird
convertible: stick shift, whitewall tires, and a car horn that pealed out the first four notes of
Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony.Amedeo watched as William removed a large brown paper bag
from the back. It was not a Bloomingdale’s Big Brown Bag, but a no-handles, flat-bottom brown
bag from a grocery store. He could tell from the way William lifted it that the bag was definitely
not empty. He carried the bag up to Mrs. Zender’s front door and walked right in without ringing
or knocking. He knew that he was being watched, but he did not once look back.Amedeo waited
until William closed the door behind him before he walked down the driveway himself.Amedeo
had been inside Mrs. Zender’s house once. Two days after moving to St. Malo, they still didn’t
have a phone, and his mother had sent him next door to ask the lady of the house permission to
use her phone to “light a fire” under them. Them being the phone enemy.Amedeo’s mother was
an executive with Infinitel, an independent long-distance telephone company that was a
competitor to Teletron, St. Malo’s communications provider. To his mother, the telephone was as
vital a connection as the muscle that connected her hand to her arm. If St. Malo already had had
access to cell phones, she wouldn’t be in this predicament, but then if St. Malo already had
access to cell phones, they wouldn’t be in St. Malo at all. The only thing neutralizing her
indignation about not having a working phone was the embarrassment the local company was
suffering at not being able to properly service one of their own. But on this morning there was
also the pool man (whom she secretly believed to be the one who had cut the line) to deal with.



She chose to wait for the pool man herself and to send Amedeo next door to deal with the
phone. Amedeo had been happy to go.A wide threshold of broken flagstones led to the front
door of Mrs. Zender’s house. There were no torn papers and dried leaves blowing up against a
ripped screen door as in the opening credits of a horror movie. Her grounds were not littered
with papers but with pinecones and needles, fallen Spanish moss, and big leathery sycamore
leaves. Her lawn was cut but not manicured; her shrubs were not pruned, and except for the
holes through the branches that the electric company made to protect the wires, her trees were
wild. The paint on her front door was peeling. Her place looked shabby. Shabby in a genteel way,
as if the people who lived there didn’t have to keep up with the Joneses because they
themselves were the Joneses.Amedeo wiped a moustache of sweat from his upper lip with the
sleeve of his T-shirt. Like a performer ready to go on stage, he stood on the threshold and took a
long sip of the hot, moist gaseous matter that St. Malo called air. He lifted his hand to ring the
bell.The door swung wide, and the entire opening filled, top to bottom, with a sleeve. The sleeve
of a silk kimono. “Yes?” the woman said, smiling. Her smile engaged her whole face. Her mouth
opened high and wide; her nostrils flared, and her eyebrows lifted to meet a narrow margin of
blond hair. Just beyond the hairline, her head was covered by a long, gauzy silk scarf—purple—
that was tied in an elaborate knot below her left ear but was still long enough to hang to her
waist. She wore three shades of eye shadow—one of which was purple—and heavy black
mascara. Her lips were painted a bright crimson, which feathered above and below the line of
her lips and left red runes on three of her front teeth.It was nine o’clock in the morning.Amedeo
had never seen anyone dressed like that except when he was in an audience.“Hello,” he said.
“My name is Amedeo Kaplan, and I would like permission to use your phone.”Mrs. Zender
introduced herself and commented, “Amedeo. Lovely name.”“Thank you. People usually call me
Deo.”“I won’t,” she said. “Amedeo is Italian for Amadeus, which means ‘love of God.’ It was
Mozart’s middle name.”“It was my grandfather’s first name. I’m named for him.”“Lovely,” she said,
“lovely name, but how did you get here, Amedeo?”“I walked.”“You walked? From where?”“From
next door.”“Oh,” Mrs. Zender replied. “I didn’t know there was a child.”“There definitely was. Is.”“I
didn’t know.”“I was at camp.”“Music camp?” Mrs. Zender asked.She smiled expectantly, waiting
for an explanation. Fascinated, Amedeo watched her upper lip squeegee away one of the red
runes. When he didn’t answer, she told Amedeo to follow her, and with a sweep of sleeve, she
pointed the way. The underarm seam of her kimono was split. Mrs. Zender was not a natural
blonde.As they traveled the distance of a long center hall, they passed two or three rooms so
dark it was hard to tell where one ended and another began. Every window was covered with
heavy drapes, which dropped from padded valances. The word portière from Gone With the
Wind came to mind.In several windows, the drapes had been shortened to accommodate a
bulky window air conditioner that was noisily waging war with the heat and humidity. And losing.
They passed a dining room large enough to be a ballroom. In the semilight, Amedeo could make
out a Phantom of the Opera chandelier hanging over a table that looked long enough to seat the
guest list at Buckingham Palace. Opposite the dining room was a room with a baby grand piano;



its open lid reflected the few slits of light that pierced the parting of the drapes. The darkness
and the drawn drapes added a dimension to the heat. It was August. It was St. Malo. It was hot.
Hot, hot, hot.But the thickness of the air carried the sound of music—opera—out of the rooms
and transformed the hallway into a concert hall. Amedeo slowed down and cocked his head to
listen.Mrs. Zender said, “So you like my sound system.”“Definitely.”“One of a kind,” she said, “Karl
Eisenhuth himself installed it.”“Karl Eisenhuth? I’m sorry, I don’t know him.”“Then I shall tell you.
Karl Eisenhuth was the world’s greatest acoustician. He had never before installed a sound
system in a private home. He had done opera houses in Brno and Vienna and a symphony hall
in Amsterdam. Mr. Zender, my late husband, contacted him and requested that he install a
sound system here. Karl Eisenhuth asked Mr. Zender why he should bother with a private home
in St. Malo, Florida, and Mr. Zender replied with three words: Aida Lily Tull. That was my
professional name. Those three words, Aida Lily Tull, were reason enough.”Amedeo said, “I’m
impressed.” He was.Mrs. Zender said, “I’m pleased that you are.”And for reasons he did not yet
understand, Amedeo was pleased to have pleased.Mrs. Zender swept her arm in the direction of
the back of the house. The hallway was wide enough to allow them to walk side by side, but Mrs.
Zender walked ahead. She was tall, and she was zaftig. Definitely zaftig. She was also majestic.
She moved forward like a queen vessel plowing still waters. Her kimono corrugated as she
moved. There was a thin stripe of purple that winked as it appeared and then disappeared in a
fold of fabric at her waist.Amedeo was wearing a short-sleeved T-shirt and shorts, but the air
inside the house was as thick as motor oil, and perspiration soon coated his arms and legs and
made his clothes stick like cuticle. Mrs. Zender seemed not to be sweating. Maybe she followed
the dress code of the desert and insulated herself with layers of clothing. Arabs and motor oil
had been in the news a lot lately.The combination of heat, music, and the mesmerizing rock-and-
roll of Mrs. Zender’s hips made Amedeo worry about falling unconscious before reaching the
door at the end of the hall. What were the names of clothes that desert people wore?
Burnoose . . . chador . . . chador. His mother did not approve of chadors.The rock-and-roll
stopped when Mrs. Zender arrived at the door at the end of the hall. She waited for Amedeo to
catch up, and then with a flutter of sleeve and a swirl of pattern, she lifted her right arm and
pushed the door open. For a minute, she stood against the door, her arm stretched out like a
semaphore, beckoning Amedeo to pass in front of her.He walked into the kitchen, and Mrs.
Zender quickly closed the door behind her.The music stopped.An air conditioner was propped
into the kitchen window and was loudly battling the throbbing pulse of heat that bore into the
room. Like his house, Mrs. Zender’s faced east. By August, the afternoon sun was too high to
make a direct hit on the kitchen windows, but was still strong enough to bounce off the river and
push yellow bands of heat through each of the slats of the Venetian blinds.The kitchen itself was
a time capsule. The counters were edged in ribbed chrome and topped with pink patterned
Formica that was peeling at the seams. Near the sink sat a set of metal cylinders labeled
FLOUR, SUGAR, COFFEE. There was a toaster oven, but no microwave. The stove was the
width of two regular stoves, eight burners, two regular ovens, and a warming oven. It was



gleaming bright, clean, and obviously had not been used in a very long time. It would take
courage to turn it on. Cold cereal and vichyssoise would be better menu choices.On the
countertop in the corner of the kitchen near the dining alcove, there was a small telephone.
Turquoise. Rotary dial. Not touch-tone. Amedeo had seen people in the movies use a rotary
phone, and he knew the phrase “dial a number,” but he had never done it.Mrs. Zender said,
“That’s a princess phone.”“Does it work?”“Of course it works. Except for my cleaning service,
which is not here today, everything in this house works.”Amedeo lifted the receiver. The part of
the phone he held to his ear had yellowed from turquoise to a shade of institutional green.Mrs.
Zender sat at the kitchen table. Amedeo felt he was being watched. He turned to face the wall of
cabinets.The cabinets reached to the ceiling. It would take a ladder to reach the top shelves. The
cabinet doors were glass, and Amedeo could see stacks and stacks of dishes and matching
cups hanging from hooks. Behind other glass doors there were platoons of canned soups—
mostly tomato—and a regiment of cereal boxes—mostly bran. Everything was orderly, but the
dishes on the topmost shelves were dusty, and the stemware was cloudy, settled in rows like
stalagmites.Finally, he heard, “Your call may be monitored for quality assurance,” and was told to
listen carefully “to the following options.” He realized that he could not exercise any of the
“following options.” He could hardly press one or two when there were no buttons to press. He
held his hand over the mouthpiece and whispered, “I’m supposed to push one for English.”Mrs.
Zender smiled wide. The last of the red runes had been washed away. “Do nothing,” she said.
“Just hang on. When you have a dial phone, they have to do the work for you.” She threw her
head back and laughed.Amedeo didn’t turn his back on her again.As soon as the call was
finished, they returned to the long, dark hall, where the heat and the music swallowed them. Mrs.
Zender paused to say, “I suppose you put central air-conditioning into your place.”Amedeo
hesitated. Until that moment, he had never thought of central air-conditioning as something a
person put in. He thought it came with the walls and roof. “I suppose so,” he said.“Sissies,” Mrs.
Zender said. Then she laughed again. She had a musical laugh. “I chose a sound system over
air-conditioning.”“But,” Amedeo replied, “I think you’re allowed to have both.”“No,” she said
crisply. “Karl Eisenhuth is as dead as my husband.”“Oh, I’m sorry.”“Yes, a pity. There never will be
another sound system like this one.”Reluctantly, Amedeo left Mrs. Zender, her veils, her
house.Now, Amedeo watched William walk through that peeling, painted front door without
stopping or knocking and enter Mrs. Zender’s world of sound and shadow.PETER
VANDERWAAL WAS STAYING LATE at the office. He was hoping to get a great deal
accomplished in this uninterrupted time after hours. He was clearing his desk to start preparing
for an important exhibition that was coming to the Sheboygan Art Center. The show was
scheduled for the first weekend in November, and it was already the second Friday in
September. School had started and museum activity always picked up with the start of the
school year. There was a lot of routine museum business he wanted to get out of the way.Like
most people who consider themselves more creative than organized, Peter had allowed himself
a generous dose of self-satisfaction at having sorted his papers and laid them out in (five) neat



stacks on his desk.The phone rang.Peter would later tell people that he could tell by the ring
alone that it was an emergency.And it was.It was his mother.His mother would never call him at
the office unless there was an emergency. Her message was softly spoken, but urgent. His
father, who had been on kidney dialysis for years, had taken a bad fall. He was in intensive care
at the hospital. His condition was critical.As soon as he hung up, Peter booked a flight to
Epiphany, New York.He checked his watch and knew that he had just enough time to get home,
throw some clothes into an overnight bag, and call a cab to get him to the airport. If he packed
lightly, he could carry his one bag as well as his briefcase onto the plane with him. He looked at
the (five) stacks of papers on his desk and stuffed them into his briefcase, one at a time and in
no particular order.As he left his office Peter thought that efficiency and emergency have nothing
in common except that they both begin with the letter e.AMEDEO HESITATED BEFORE
WALKING FARTHER down the driveway, but he was pulled toward the station wagon and the
door beyond it.He stopped at the station wagon and cleared the love-bugs from the window.
They crumbled softly and smeared the glass. “Sorry,” he said as he spit on a piece of notebook
paper and wiped clean a sizable porthole. He saw a pile of towels, a pile of bedsheets, and
twelve (he counted) heavy-looking large aluminum cooking pots that were darkened with
pockmarks up to their handles.Amedeo reluctantly turned away from the car and made his way
to Mrs. Zender’s front door. He raised his hand to ring the bell, lowered it, raised it, lowered it,
raised it, and rang the bell.The door swung wide, and a tiny woman—not Mrs. Zender—opened
the door.“You’re not Mrs. Zender,” he said.“No, dear, I’m not. Would you like to speak to
her?”Before he could answer, he heard footsteps beating a staccato on the hallway floor. The
hall carpet had been rolled. Lying against the back wall, end-on, it looked like an Escher drawing.
“Please keep the door closed, Mrs. Wilcox. You’ll let the lovebugs in.” Then Mrs. Zender spotted
Amedeo. “It’s all right, Mrs. Wilcox. It’s the boy from next door.” Turning to Amedeo she asked, “Is
your phone connected now?”“Yes, thank you.”“Touch-tone?”“It is.”“A pity,” Mrs. Zender
replied.She turned to the woman beside her. “This is Amedeo Kaplan, my neighbor.”He was
pleased that she remembered his name. It had been weeks.Mrs. Wilcox stepped forward.
“Amedeo? I’m Dora Ellen Wilcox, William’s mother.”William emerged from the gloom of a back
room. He was now dressed in worn jeans and an old T-shirt.“So that makes you William Wilcox,”
Amedeo said.William squinted before looking left and right with mock concentration. “I guess
so,” he said. “I don’t see anyone else that name might could apply to.”Amedeo said, “My last
name is not the same as my mother’s. My mother uses her maiden name professionally.”“So how
do you know my mother doesn’t do the same? She’s a professional too.”“I heard you just say that
you don’t see anyone else—”Mrs. Zender interrupted. “If you two have a quarrel, please carry on
with the door shut. It’s lovebug season, Mrs. Wilcox. Close the door!”Mrs. Wilcox took a quiet half
step forward, just enough to shoulder herself between Mrs. Zender and the door. “Sorry, dear,”
she said as she closed the door, leaving William and Amedeo on one side and Mrs. Zender and
herself on the other.As soon as the door closed, Amedeo said, “I know another mother who
does that.”“Does what?”“Turns away anger.”“Your mother?”“No, not my mother. My mother is



more the outspoken type.” Amedeo quickly added, “No, I was thinking of someone else’s mother.
Her name is Mrs. Vanderwaal. She’s the mother of a guy I know. His name is Peter Vanderwaal.
He’s a grown-up. Actually, he’s a friend of my father’s.” William said nothing, and Amedeo felt
compelled to continue. “Well, actually, I consider Peter Vanderwaal my friend too.” William still
said nothing, which made Amedeo speak with greater urgency. “Peter Vanderwaal is definitely
my friend. It’s his mother, Mrs. Vanderwaal, I was referring to.”Then William asked, “How do you
know my mother does that?”Amedeo swallowed. “Does what?”“Turns away anger. How do you
know that?”“She calls everyone ‘dear.’ Just like Mrs. Vanderwaal, Peter’s mother.”“Yeah,” William
said. He smiled. This time, it was an open smile, congratulatory, like a horseshoe of roses. “Yeah,
Ma does that. It’s part of her nature, and it’s good for her profession.”“What is your mother’s
profession, anyway?”“She’s a liquidator.”“Mrs. Vanderwaal, the other mother I was talking about,
is the mother of my godfather. Peter Vanderwaal. He’s a godfather. A real godfather. Actually,
he’s my godfather. And we’re friends.” Nervous that he had inadvertently given offense, Amedeo
persevered. “Peter is my godfather and a friend. Or a friend and a godfather. Whichever way you
look at it, he’s both. Mostly friend, though.”William smiled a half-measure. “I guess you think that
because my ma’s a liquidator, you’ll find a dead body under that stuff in the station wagon?”“Will
I?”“My ma’s the kind of liquidator who helps people settle their affairs.”Amedeo said, “And is that
supposed to be less scary?”William laughed. He got the joke, and Amedeo felt a sense of pride
and relief. “Actually,” Amedeo said, “my godfather, Peter Vanderwaal, is probably settling some
affairs right now. His father just died, and he is with his mother, helping her. Did someone at Mrs.
Zender’s die?”“No. Mrs. Zender’s going to Waldorf Court.”“I guess Waldorf Court would be a
place to settle affairs. Is that something like family court?”“Waldorf Court is a retirement
community.” William hesitated and then added, “She’s moving there. I guess you noticed, she’s
right cranky about it.”Amedeo nodded. “Cranky. Definitely cranky.”“Ma will calm her down.”“Yeah,
like Mrs. Vanderwaal. I guess everything will be all right.” Amedeo started to leave, but he didn’t
really want to. He pointed to the station wagon. “So I guess all that stuff is going to Waldorf
Court.”“That’s the stuff Mrs. Zender’s donating to Emerson House.”“Emerson House? Is that the
local Goodwill?”William hesitated again. “No, it’s . . . No. Emerson House is . . .”William took a
deep breath before continuing. “Emerson House is a shelter for victims of domestic abuse. They
have a thrift shop there, and that’s where Ma carries the donated stuff. Even before she starts a
house sale, Ma knows what will sell and how much the other stuff won’t sell for. That way a
client, like Mrs. Zender, can take it as a charity tax deduction.”“Like Goodwill.”“Yeah, like
Goodwill. But Ma . . . likes Emerson House better.”“Because her client gets a better tax
deduction?”“No. No. The deduction is the same.” William hesitated before repeating, “Ma just
likes Emerson House better.”Amedeo knew there was more to the answer, and he knew it would
be pushy of him to ask, but he did anyway. “Why?”“It’s the women. Ma cares a lot about those
women. They get beat up at home, and they run away with nothing except the clothes they have
on their backs. Sometimes they have kids with them. Emerson House hides them and then helps
them start a new life. They get to shop at the thrift shop for free.”
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Bobbie Hanson, “I loved it and know I will read it over and .... This book is considered a
children's book, but its subject matter is deeply troubling, as well as entertaining in the course of
the book. I loved it and know I will read it over and over again. I love Konigsburg's writing style
and almost want to say it is too good to be a children's book, but grateful there are such authors
as E.L. Konigsburg to stretch the minds of readers, no matter what their age.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Friendship and heroics at it's best.. Brilliant writing! I love an author who is
so good at their work, that I cannot skim a word.  This a appropriate for teens but also for adults.”

Lorna Smith, “Five Stars. thank you”

C'ville reader, “WE'LL MISS HER!. ALWAYS ENTERTAINING
KONIGSBURG. . . .CONGRATULATIONS. . .WE'LL MISS HER!”

SueB, “Five Stars. EXCELLENT!!!!!”

fshepinc, “An Intelligent Book For Intelligent Readers. I truly enjoyed this book -The characters
were vivid and entertaining, and the plot was full of twists and eddies. The story ranges from
occupied Amsterdam during WWII to present-day Florida, and touches on Nazi evils, art and
artists, friendship, and discovery. Young readers will be challenged by the vocabulary and
constant shifts in characters and storylines, but the novel pays off in the end, weaving the
various threads of the story into a deeply touching whole. Note: some reviewers mention
discussions of a sexual nature in the story. They are wildly overstated. I have heard much more,
and in infinitely more explicit language, on elementary school playgrounds. This book is entirely
appropriate for middle school readers and more advanced upper elementary readers. If in doubt,
read it for yourself before passing it along. You'll find yourself caught up in the story's twists and
turns and immersed in the Heroic World of the characters.”

The book by E.L. Konigsburg has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 42 people have provided feedback.
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